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Ban Non Wat: Mainland Southeast Asian chronological anchor and waypoint for future prehistoric research

Thomas Oliver Pryce*  

The timing and nature of Southeast Asia’s Neolithic and Bronze Ages have been the source of global archaeological intrigue, scepticism (on occasion) and even notoriety for some five decades (e.g. Muhly 1981). Being asked to review an account of what has been an emotive topic provoked a personal response, which I hope may contribute to highlighting the impact of Charles Higham’s work, and that of his many colleagues.

My course in Southeast Asian prehistoric research began when I joined Vincent Pigott’s and Surapol Natapintu’s Thailand Archaeometallurgy Project in late 2004. This juncture corresponded with what might be called the ‘second intermediate period’ of Higham’s radiocarbon technological development—post-organic temper but pre-bone ultrafiltration. As such, arriving for my very first excavation in Southeast Asia in January 2005 (at Ban Non Wat as it happens), I was immediately confronted by a team member with the evidently pointed question: “do you support the long or the short chronology for the Bronze Age”. To which the only honest answer was, “I don’t know”, having not read enough about it at that stage. Clearly, there was contentious ground under foot and given that my PhD was to concentrate on the evolution of prehistoric copper-smelting behaviours at two of the region’s main production sites, Non Pa Wai and Nil Kham Haeng, I reasoned I had better tread carefully.

Although such wariness would generally be well-advised for a junior academic, it had not accounted for the huge upheaval in the dating of Southeast Asia’s Neolithic and Bronze Age transitions during the period 2005–2014. The substantial majority of this remaking of the regional late prehistoric chronology can be directly attributed to the application of third-generation radiocarbon techniques to human bone and shell grave-goods samples by Higham and colleagues; firstly at Ban Non Wat (Higham & Higham 2009), then Ban 27 Chiang (Higham et al. 2011) and finally Non Nok Tha (Higham et al. 2014). This fervour was also replicated by the Thailand Archaeometallurgy Project, where the enthusiastic prescription of Higham’s (1996: 12) ‘chronometric hygiene’ medicine in 2007 led to many of the original charcoal radiocarbon dates (Pigott et al. 1997) being rejected and the central and north-eastern Thai chronologies being largely harmonised (Rispoli et al. 2013; Higham & Rispoli 2014).

At this point, my archaeometallurgical research becomes of some relevance to the regional Bronze Age debate. At the central Thai copper-production site of Non Pa Wai, I identified
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a potentially experimental phase of smelting concurrent with competent bronze founding, which, chronology aside, would be poorly compatible with the SCM’s technological transmission mechanism of migrating experienced metalworkers; it would also be arguably closer to the LCM proposition that Southeast Asian metallurgy was stimulated by ‘trade and exchange’ with present-day China (Pryce et al. 2010). This impression was reinforced by the subsequent Southeast Asian Lead Isotope Project, which highlighted that the earliest eleventh century BC copper-based artefacts from Non Pa Wai and Ban Non Wat were incompatible with any known regional copper source but that within a very short period of 43 time, perhaps 50 years, locally-produced raw copper was being exchanged over at least several hundred kilometres (Pryce et al. 2014). It also transpired that some of Ban Chiang’s earliest copper-based artefacts, dated by Higham to the tenth century BC, are highly consistent with the Sepon production site in central Laos, which until now has only produced Iron Age dates (Pryce et al. 2014). No Non Nok Tha samples have yet been assessed for provenance.

Of course, archaeological interpretation, and science in general, is never a done deal and major new discoveries could revise the current picture, but I think we are at the stage where objective resistance to the broad brushstroke of the SCM model is no longer a realistic position. That said, there is both scope and necessity for further investigation into potentially historically significant regional variation when the current dataset is so overwhelmingly Thai. At the very least, any reasonably definitive appraisal of the sequence and nature of copper-base metallurgy’s transmission from or via present-day China will require high-quality Bronze Age datasets from the contact zones of, west to east, northern Myanmar, Laos and Vietnam, where none exist at present. Furthermore, while Ban Non Wat is without doubt a ‘great site’ and its excavation has revolutionised our understanding of Southeast Asian late prehistory, I do not believe the manner of its investigation can serve as a viable regional model. Quite simply, shifting that much dirt and properly studying everything that comes out of it during long seasons, year after year, is ruinously expensive, and very few other teams, whether local or foreign, could hope to bear the burden. This could be the moment to call for even greater collaboration amongst Southeast Asian archaeologists, so that we band together to dig fewer sites more thoroughly, but there are perhaps too many competing interests now active in the region.

Finally, Charles Higham has by now struck his SCM point firmly home by a number of means on a number of occasions. Near-consensus having been achieved, at least for the time being, I fully agree with his suggestion that we concentrate our efforts on Southeast Asia’s more needy archaeological lacunae. In the meantime, let us encourage the guidebooks on Southeast Asia to correct their historical background sections that are now 30 years out of date, along with the regional sections of some major national museums. Southeast Asian prehistory has so much more to give than a 50-year-old bout of overenthusiasm.
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